Abstract-Overlay networks are widely used for locating and disseminating information by means of custom routing and forwarding on top of an underlying network. Distributed Hash Table ( DHT) based overlays in particular, provide good scalability and load balancing properties. However, these come at the cost of inefficient routing, caused by the lack of adaptation to the underlying network, as DHTs often overlook physical network proximity, administrative boundaries and/or inter-domain routing policies. In this paper we show how to construct a DHT-based overlay network that takes all these aspects into account, so as to ease the global deployment of Future Internet architectures which require large-scale name resolution, such as Information-Centric Networking (ICN) and the Internet of Things (IoT). Based on the Pastry distributed object location and routing substrate and the Canon paradigm for multi-level DHTs, we developed H-Pastry, an overlay DHT scheme that harvests the scalability and load balancing features of DHTs, while also adapting to the underlying network topology, administrative structure and routing policies. We evaluate the performance characteristics of the proposed scheme through an extensive set of detailed simulations over realistic inter-network topologies. Our results show that HPastry substantially improves routing by reducing both overlay path stretch (by up to 55%) and routing policy violations (by up to 70%), compared to the Canonical (multi-level) Chord DHT. In addition, the design of H-Pastry keeps traffic within administrative boundaries as far as possible, reducing interdomain hops by up to 27% compared to Pastry, while also creating excellent opportunities for the support of caching and multicast.
I. INTRODUCTION
Overlay networks are virtual networks formed by servers operating above the existing inter-networking infrastructure i.e., their functionality is based on higher layers of the protocol stack than those supported by the network layer, and they can be operated by third-parties [1] . Among several overlay network designs, Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) have attracted considerable attention due to important structural advantages, such as their logarithmic scalability and their inherent load balancing capabilities. These characteristics have been considered especially advantageous for the support of emerging Future Internet architectures. In the context of the relatively recent Information-Centric Networking paradigm [2] , the network is responsible for locating and delivering the information objects requested by end-hosts, thus necessitating the availability of a scalable name resolution service e.g., [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . Considering that (a) the current number of unique web pages indexed by Google is greater than 1 trillion [9] and that (b) billions [10] , [11] of devices (mobile phones, sensors, home appliances etc.) will be offering additional content to future networks, one should expect that in the context of ICN, any name resolution approach will have to handle unique information objects (IOs) in the order of 10 13 . Some studies raise this estimate even further to 10 15 [12] . But even beyond the ICN paradigm, the current expectations for even up to 50 billions of interconnected devices, i.e., sensors and actuators, in the envisioned Internet of Things/Everything (IoT/IoE), call for lookup services of corresponding scalability [11] , [13] .
Even though DHTs present the desired scalability properties for such a task, the resulting overlay routing is, in principle, solely based on the logical organization of the overlay nodes, often neglecting their location in the physical network. This translates to routing schemes that ignore one or more of the following aspects: (i) physical network proximity, (ii) administrative domain boundaries, (iii) inter-domain routing policies. Several approaches, such as Pastry [14] , take physical network proximity into account by incorporating proximity metrics (e.g., hop count, RTT) in the overlay construction process. However, they do not consider administrative domain boundaries. The Canon paradigm takes DHT design one step further by enabling the construction of multi-level DHT-based overlay networks [15] . Canon enables the progressive merging of individual DHT constructions, assuming a hierarchical structure for the inter-domain topology. The resulting overlay networks, usually termed Canonical, not only achieve scalability and efficient load balancing, they also facilitate the deployment of fault isolation and security mechanisms, effective caching and bandwidth utilization, hierarchical storage, and hierarchical access control [15] .
Nevertheless, even Canonical DHT designs present significant inefficiencies. The Canon DHT merge process was illustrated based on the Chord DHT [16] , yielding Crescendo [15] , along with sketches of the Canonical versions of several other DHT's, except Pastry. All these designs inherently neglect physical network proximity. To adress this issue, the Crescendo (Prox.) variant offers proximity adaptation based on the creation of groups of densely connected nodes sharing the same prefix [15] , [17] . However, proximity adaptation is not integrated in the overlay construction process and the corresponding overhead in terms of signaling and routing state has not been investigated. Furthermore, the Canon approach to multi-level DHTs was tailored to a strictly hierarchical domain-level network structure, which limits its applicability in the case of the Internet: as reported in [18] , the increasing number of peering relationships as well as multihoming, result in an inter-domain graph that is not strictly hierarchical. These inter-domain relationships are not reflected in the overlay structure, leading to routing policy violations (as further illustrated in Section IV). This issue was addressed in [19] in a completely different networking context, where the DHT construction completely ignores the underlying routing substrate, resulting in highly stretched paths.
As a result, overlay paths in currently available DHT designs tend to be considerably longer than their underlay counterparts, often unnecessarily crossing administrative domain boundaries and/or violating established inter-domain routing policies. These facts actually constitute the basis of the polemic of ISPs against overlays and "justify" their efforts in cutting off overlay traffic whenever possible (e.g. through firewalls, deep packet inspection techniques etc.) [20] . Such inefficiences become of paramount importance when the supported services represent core network functionalities. In the context of ICN architectures and/or the envisioned IoT/IoE, access to any type of information or device is expected to lead to increased volumes of resolution traffic 1 magnifying the impact of inefficient overlay paths on both the quality of experience (QoE) at the edge (e.g., name-resolution delays) and the overall utilization of resources inside the network. In this respect, the need for a DHT design that presents both the highly desired scalability and load balancing properties, and efficient overlay paths that adapt to the structure of the underlying inter-domain network topology, becomes more than apparent.
To this end, in this paper, we present Hierarchical Pastry (HPastry), a multi-level DHT scheme that aims to bring together the benefits of the Pastry DHT and the Canon approach, adding also support for multihoming and peering relationships. We explore the advantages of the proposed design, based on a series of detailed packet-level simulations, paying particular at-tention to the structure of the underlying inter-domain network graph and the established inter-domain routing policies. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to investigate the performance of DHT-based overlay routing in this context. Our results show that, by taking network proximity into account H-Pastry yields shorter overlay paths, reducing the perceived path stretch by approximately 50% (on average) compared to Crescendo. At the same time, H-Pastry achieves a 67% reduction of inter-domain routing policy violations compared to Crescendo (on average), and reduces inter-domain hops by an average of 23% compared to Pastry, thus better respecting the underlying administrative domain boundaries. Some of the performance benefits of H-Pastry were previously investigated in [6] , in the context of a direct comparison between lookupby-name and route-by-name inter-domain name resolution systems for ICN. In this paper, we present the detailed design of H-Pastry and further demonstrate the resulting performance benefits with a comprehensive performance evaluation of HPastry in comparison to other DHTs.
In the following, we first provide background information for Pastry and Canon, introducing their main features and highlighting the addressed inefficiencies (Section II). We then proceed with a detailed description of the proposed design (Section III). In order to investigate the performance characteristics of H-Pastry, we engaged in extensive simulations, comparing H-Pastry against alternative approaches i.e., Pastry, Chord and Crescendo. The results of the performance evaluation are presented in Section IV. Finally, we provide a discussion on related approaches in Section V and conclude in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Pastry
In the Pastry DHT, every node is assigned, uniformly and randomly, a unique identifier (ID). Each ID is a 128-bit number (though other lengths may be used), handled as a sequence of b-bit digits (b is a configuration parameter with a typical value of 4). Given a message and a key, Pastry routes the message to the node with the ID that is numerically closest to the key, in less than log 2 b N steps, where N is the number of nodes in the DHT.
The routing state of each Pastry node is organized in two routing structures: the Routing Table and the Leaf Set.  A Routing Table is organized in   128 2 b rows, with each row containing (2 b − 1) entries. The entries at row i refer to nodes whose IDs share only the first i digits with the current node's ID (e.g., row 0 contains node IDs that do not share any digit with the current node's ID, row 1 contains node IDs whose first digit is the same as the current node's ID but the second is different, and so on). The Leaf Set contains |L| entries for nodes whose IDs are the numerically closest to the present node's identifier. The set is split in two parts with |L/2| entries for numerically smaller IDs and |L/2| for numerically larger IDs. A typical value for |L| is 2 b . A Pastry node routes a message with a key K as follows: initially it examines if K falls within the range of the node IDs stored in the Leaf Set; if so, the message is forwarded to the node with the ID closest to K, which is the destination node. Otherwise, the Routing Table is used i.e., the message is forwarded to a node that shares a common prefix with K and this prefix is at least one digit longer than the common prefix of K and the current node's ID.
During routing state creation and maintenance, Pastry takes network locality into consideration i.e., among equally qualified candidate Routing Table entries, the one corresponding to the closest node in the network (with respect to the employed proximity metric, e.g., hop count, RTT, etc.) is selected. This feature yields Pastry's short routes property and constitutes one of the reasons for basing our work on Pastry. Additionally, according to Pastry's route convergence property, the distance traveled by two messages originating from two distinct nodes before their routes converge towards the same destination, tends to be approximately equal to the distance between the two source nodes in the proximity space [14] , [22] , [23] . This is a highly desirable feature for both mobility support [24] and caching services [21] . It should be noted that this property stems from Pastry's prefix based routing and is not available in any other DHT design.
B. Canon
The importance of adapting the DHT to the underlying network structure was identified by Ganesan et al. in [15] , where the Canon DHT paradigm was proposed. Canon intervenes in the construction process of a DHT in order to adapt it to the hierarchical structure of the underlying inter-domain topology. At the lowest level of this hierarchical process, each domain creates its own DHT structure. At each higher level, the DHT structures of sibling domains are merged so that a single DHT is created. This process continues up to the highest level, where all individual DHT's are merged into a single overlay network. The purpose of this process is to satisfy the following requirements:
• Requirement 1: Convergence of inter-domain paths All messages originating from a domain A and targeting the same node located at a different domain should exit A through the same node.
• Requirement 2: Locality of intra-domain paths
All messages originating from a domain A and targeting a node located in the same domain should never exit A. In order to satisfy these requirements, the merging process is based on the incremental refinement of the overlay routing state while traversing the domain hierarchy towards the entire network structure. Specifically, a node u in a domain A creates and maintains a routing entry for a node v in a sibling domain iff v's ID is closer to u's ID than any other node ID in domain A.
Although Canon succeeds in fulfilling the aforementioned requirements, it does not address a series of important issues:
• The Canon design assumes a strictly hierarchical underlying domain-level network graph. Though this assumption adheres to the organizational or the administrative structure of several types of networks (e.g., university, corporate networks), it does not reflect more complex structures found in the Internet, such as multihoming and peering relationships (see Section II-C). Reports from CAIDA [25] , research efforts in Internet cartography [26] , [27] and large measurement studies such as [18] indicate that the Internet topology is evolving into a mesh graph dominated by peering relationships. Moreover, multihoming is a well established practice for traffic load balancing and reliability. Both types of inter-domain relationships introduce cycles in the tree-like domain level structure of the internetwork, thus limiting the direct applicability of the Canon paradigm. An extension was proposed in [19] to address this issue, based on the insertion of virtual domain nodes in the domain-level network graph. The solution was proposed in the context of a clean slate Internet architecture, assuming no availability of IP services. However, the applicability of this approach for the overlay level and, most importantly, its impact on the policy compliance of overlay routing have not been investigated.
• To the best of our knowledge, the only Canonical DHT design that attempts to consider physical network proximity is Crescendo (Prox.) [17] . In this Chord variant, nodes at the highest levels of the hierarchy are clustered based on a T-bit prefix of their identifier. Cluster members are densely connected so as to allow routing between them via a single hop, while links between clusters are selected based on proximity. Overlay routing takes place in two steps, first between clusters and then within clusters. However, this scheme does not directly reflect physical network proximity, as it mostly relies on the dense connectivity inside clusters to reduce the length of the overlay paths. Moreover, the size of the routing state and the corresponding signaling overhead required to support the dense overlay connectivity within clusters have not been investigated.
• The Canon design assumes that only the leaf domains of the hierarchical network graph contain nodes that take part in the overlay network; cases where internal, higher level domains also contain nodes that participate in the overlay network are not addressed. This is an important limitation when higher level domains represent distinct administrative areas of the network (as in the Internet inter-domain graph), rather than mere conceptual reflections of a single organization's hierarchical structure.
C. Inter-domain routing
Obviously, understanding inter-domain routing is a crucial factor in designing new Internet applications and/or interdomain protocols. Inter-domain routing follows the routing relationships established through business agreements between Autonomous Systems (ASes). In general, provider ASes offer transit traffic services to customer ASes. As a result, a hierarchy of provider-to-customer relationships is formed recursively, in which customers are charged by their direct providers for connectivity and traffic transit services, direct providers are themselves customers of other provider ASes and so forth, up until the highest level of the hierarchy, where top level ASes are connected in a full mesh. ASes tend to establish connectivity with multiple providers for load and cost balancing reasons, as well as for redundancy; this practice is known as multihoming.
Apart from provider-to-customer relationships, ASes also establish peering relationships for the direct exchange of traffic. 2 The main incentive for establishing peering agreements is to avoid using the costly transit services offered by providers. In the example of Figure 1 , peering domains 10 and 11 will directly exchange traffic instead of forwarding it to their ancestor domains 4 and 5 respectively. An important property of inter-domain routing is the socalled valley-free property according to which, the traffic that an AS receives from its provider(s) or peer(s) can only be forwarded to its customers. Valley-free (or transit) policy violations take place when an AS acts as a transit for traffic that originates from its provider(s) or peer(s) and is not destined to its customer(s) 3 . Such violations obviously play an important role as they translate to financial costs for network operators. As discussed in [28] , overlay routing decisions inherently neglect the underlying routing policies, as they are performed at the application layer. While with overlay routing each hop in an overlay path does follow a policy compliant underlay path, as it relies on the underlying routing substrate, an end-to-end overlay path consisting of a sequence of such hops may result in transit policy violations.
III. H-PASTRY DESIGN
In this section we provide a detailed description of H-Pastry. For our description, we represent the inter-domain hierarchy as a graph G(V, E). V is the set of nodes in the graph, with each node representing a distinct administrative domain or AS 4 . E is the set of edges in the graph, with each edge representing the inter-domain link that connects the corresponding domains. We consider a domain hierarchy of H levels, with levels 0 and H − 1 referring to the highest and lowest levels in G respectively. The level of a domain is defined as the length of the longest valley-free path from this domain to the root of G. Figure 2 shows a graph of 3 levels; domain 1 is at level 0, domains 2, 3 are at level 1, and domains 4, 5, 6, 7 are at level 2. Finally, we assume that a local Pastry ring i.e., a Pastry DHT instance, exists in every domain, regardless of its level.
A. DHT formation
An H-Pastry DHT is formed by having all overlay nodes exchange routing state in a recursive manner. Assume an Fig. 2 : DHT formation. An overlay node in domain 7 firstly exchanges state with nodes in domains 3 and 6, and then with nodes in domains 1, 2, 4 and 5. An overlay node in domain 3 firstly exchanges state with nodes in domain 3's children domains, i.e., domains 6 and 7, and then with domains 1, 2, 4 and 5. An overlay node in domain 1 will exchange state with its descendant domains 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
Multihoming in G is depicted by edges that connect a multihomed domain to multiple domains at higher levels. The state exchange procedure of H-Pastry does not need to be modified for multihoming. As an example, domain 12 in Figure 1 is multihomed, as it is connected to domains 5 and 6. During the state exchange process, an overlay node from domain 12 will first exchange its state with nodes in domains 5, 6, 11 and 13, which correspond to domain 12's parent domains and their children, and then with nodes in the remaining domains.
Peering agreements must also be taken into account during DHT formation, in order for the overlay to take advantage of peering links. In the example of Figure 1 , peering domains 10 and 11 directly exchange traffic instead of forwarding it to their ancestor domains 4 and 5 respectively. Ideally, messages exchanged by overlay nodes in peering domains should not traverse other domains, thus extending Canon's Locality of intra-domain paths property (see Section II-B) to peering links. Following the approach proposed in [19] , we connect the peering domains to a virtual node introduced one level above them, thus making them multihomed. This node does not correspond to any network entity, it is simply used to guide the DHT formation process. Moreover this node is not linked to any other domain, in order to not affect the paths that do not use the peer link. As an example, in Figure 1 , a virtual node V is introduced at level 1, linked to 10 and 11. Otherwise, overlay nodes exchange state as previously described. Note that a peering link between sibling domains (e.g., nodes 9 and 10 in Figure 1 ) does not require the use of this technique, as the nodes already have a (real) common parent domain.
B. Routing state
The routing state exchanged during the process described above is structured at each node in accordance to its domain's position in the hierarchy. Specifically, an overlay node located in a domain A at level l of the inter-domain hierarchy maintains l + 2 sets of routing state, each composed of a Leaf Set and a Routing Table, organized as follows:
• A Leaf Set and a Routing to nodes residing at the l levels of ancestor domains of A (and their corresponding children), referred to as the level l − 1, l − 2, ..., 0 routing state. As an example, an overlay node located in domain 3 at level 1 of the topology depicted in Figure 2 maintains routing state in three Leaf Set and Routing Table sets: level 2 routing state refers to nodes in 3's domain (i.e., local Pastry ring), level 1 routing state refers to nodes in 3's descendant domains (i.e., domains 6 and 7), and level 0 routing state refers to nodes located in domain 3's ascendant domain (domain 1) and its children (domains 2, 4 and 5). Note that the lowest level of routing state refers to the local domain, rather than to the descendant domains. This reflects the fact that, for routing purposes, nodes in the local domain are considered closer to the current node than nodes at descendant domains (see Section III-D).
Routing entries referring to nodes in the local domain, i.e. the level l + 1 routing state, are handled as in regular Pastry (see Section II-A). Routing entries referring to nodes in other domains however, i.e. the level l to 0 routing state, are a subset of the routing state exchanged with those nodes, in order to avoid the maintenance of excessive routing state. Applying the Canon design principles (see SectionII-B), each node preserves only those routing entries that progressively (as we go up the domain hierarchy) refine the routing information on the identifier space. Specifically, at each level of the routing state hierarchy, a node maintains only routing entries refering to nodes closer to the node's ID than the routing entries maintained at lower levels. Hence, the routing state received from other nodes is filtered by applying the following procedure.
Let cID be the current node's identifier. l − i denotes the numerically closest smaller node ID (i.e., routing entry) and l + i denotes the numerically closest larger node ID (i.e., routing entry) in the level i Leaf Set. In order for an identifier to be maintained in the routing tables of level i − 1, it should be numerically smaller than l Among all the routing entries that will be received for the level 2 routing state, only those for which their node ID falls in the range 09 < ID < 2A will be preserved, that is, the level 2 routing state will consist only of entries pointing at nodes numerically closer to the current node than its nearest neighbors at level 3. As we show in Section IV-B5, this filtering procedure results in every overlay node maintaining less state, than the state that would be required if a single Pastry ring was formed by all nodes.
C. Join procedure
The H-Pastry node joining procedure assures that a new overlay node will obtain all the required routing state. As in regular Pastry, the Joining Node (JN) begins the join procedure using a Bootstrap Node (BN). The BN should belong to the same AS as the JN, but if the JN is the first node in its AS to join, then the BN can reside at a different AS, which should be close to the JN's AS with respect to Pastry's proximity metric. The JN issues a JOIN message to the BN as in regular Pastry, targeted to JN's ID i.e., the message shall be delivered to the H-Pastry node which is numerically closest to the JN, using the HPastry routing procedure (discussed in the next subsection). During the join procedure the JN receives routing state for all levels of the hierarchy. This state is sent by all the intermediate nodes that forward the JOIN message to its destination and it is filtered as explained above so that only entries that are within the boundaries of each level are kept. The join procedure completes with the exchange of state between the JN and the nodes that were stored in its Routing Tables, as dictated by the regular Pastry join procedure.
D. Routing procedure
Based on the routing information collected during the Join procedure, routing in H-Pastry consists of a sequence of steps that follow the hierarchy of the inter-network, which is reflected in the multiple levels of routing state maintaned by each node. In order to route a message towards a target key K, the receiving node must first determine the level of the routing state that should be used. This is accomplished by Algorithm 1. 
end if 10: end for 11: return l + 1
The rationale behind this algorithm can best be explained with reference to Figure 3 , which illustrates the routing state for a node located in a second level domain, i.e. l = 1, since the root is at level 0. This node has three levels of routing state: level 2 that corresponds its own domain, level 1 that corresponds its children, and level 0 that corresponds to its ancestor domains and their descendants in other subtrees. The numerically closest nodes at levels 2, 1 and 0 are l 
− or l + entries are closer to the target key than the l − or l + entries of any higher level. Specifically, when the current node has to route a message for a target key K, the above algorithm first examines if K is located in the area between the innermost set of dashed lines i.e., between l
When the appropriate level of routing state is found, the standard Pastry procedure is followed: initially the node examines if K falls within the range of the node IDs stored in the corresponding Leaf Set; if so, the message is forwarded to the node with the ID closest to K, which is also the destination node. If K does not fall within the range of the node IDs stored in the Leaf Set, the corresponding Routing Table is used; the message is forwarded to a node that shares a common prefix with K and this prefix is at least one digit longer than the common prefix of K and current node's ID. This scheme guarantees that both of the design requirements of Canon are met (see Section II-B). According to the convergence of inter-domain paths property, all messages sent from within a domain towards the same key must exit the originating domain via the same node. Indeed, when a node uses a level i, i < l + 1 (i.e., non-local) Routing Table, then the above routing procedure guarantees that no other node in the local domain has an ID closer to the target than the current node, otherwise the message would have been forwarded based on the local routing table. As a result, all messages towards a non-local node, always exit the domain via the same node.
According to the Locality of intra-domain paths property, a message to a local node will never exit the local domain. Indeed, a message exits a domain with the above routing procedure only if an appropriate entry is found in one of the level i, i < l + 1 (i.e., non-local) Routing Tables. However, if the target key resides at the local domain, and it is not the current node, its ID will reside outside the [l
l+1 ] interval i.e., an interval that is not handled by any of the level i, i < l + 1 Routing Tables. It follows then, that a message towards a target at the local domain, will never exit that domain.
E. Deployment
A critical question related to the deployment of H-Pastry is how can a node learn the network topology graph. This information is crucial for the routing state creation process during which a node should decide on the level of routing state a specific entry should belong to. For example, in Figure 2 , the routing entry for a node in domain 7 would belong to level 1 for a node at domain 3, while it would belong to level 0 for a node at domain 1. A rule of thumb that can be used is the following: an entry belongs to the l − u level of state, where l is the current node level, if u is the length of the uphill part of the path that connects the current node and the node that corresponds to the target entry. As an example consider a node in domain 4 of Figure 2 that wants to decide the level of an entry that corresponds to a node in domain 3. The path that connects these two nodes is 4, 2, 1, 3, where the uphill part of the path is 4, 2, 1 and its length is 2, hence this entry belongs to level 2 − 2 = 0. This means that, in order to properly classify routing information, H-Pastry nodes must be able to discover the domain at which the downhill part of a path begins.
This can be achieved by allowing each domain X to be aware of its up-graph G X [29] i.e., a complete list of X's ancestors and their peers in G. Then, an H-Pastry node can discover the domain at which the downhill part of a path begins by simply comparing its own up-graph with that of the target node. This requires the target node's up-graph to also be available; this can be accomplished by including such information in the routing state exchange mechanism.
To this end, the NIRA TIPP protocol can be used by an overlay node to discover its up-graph [29] . A global lookup service is established in [29] for this reason, enabling H-Pastry nodes to get access to their up-graph. However, including this information in the routing state exchange messages of HPastry would possibly expose sensitive information regarding the established routing agreements and policies, hindering the adoption of H-Pastry. In order to limit the exposure of such information, we consider the use of Bloom filters [30] to summarize up-graphs in routing state exchange messages. The overlay routing entry for a node Y is extended to also include a Bloom filter BF Y denoting G Y . Upon the reception of a routing entry, an overlay node X checks each of the links in G X against BF Y , thus determining the level of the Routing Table to be used. Further details of this mechanism (e.g., size of BF and associated overheads, false positive rate) are deferred to future work 5 .
It should be noted here that, as we show in Section IV, even if a node has partial knowledge of the network graph, H-Pastry still yields significant advantages. This applies even if a node is only able to distinguish which nodes belong to its domain and which do not (i.e., it can only distinguish between local and global nodes).
Another point of consideration with respect to deployment, is the proximity metric(s) that H-Pastry should use. RTT and hop count are two straightforward metrics that can be measured relatively easily by each node using existing tools. ISPs may also provide services that allow using of other, more accurate metrics. For example, an ISP may deploy the Application-Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO) service [31] which provides nodes with information that helps them perform better peer selection. Such information may include link capacity, node load, cost of a link, and so on.
F. Node failures
H-Pastry inherits Pastry's mechanisms for handling node failures. A node failure is normally detected during forwarding, although a failure can also take place during the join procedure. Message forwarding is not interrupted due to a node failure, unless if |L/2| nodes with adjacent IDs simultaneously fail, which is highly unlikely considering the uniform randomness of node IDs [14] . In most cases, an alternative routing entry can be used to continue the forwarding of a message. In the event of a node failure, H-Pastry follows the routing state maintenance procedure of Pastry i.e., a node chooses the entry in its Routing Tables that is numerically closest to that of the failing node and contacts the corresponding node. That node then provides an alternative routing entry. For local routing information, H-Pastry is obviously identical to regular Pastry. For routing entries in higher level Routing Tables, alternatives entries are requested from all nodes in all routing tables whose IDs are numerically close to the failing node; the received alternative entries are filtered, and the most appropriate is kept. In the event of a concurrent failure of |L/2| nodes with adjacent IDs, all belonging to a level i Leaf Set, the forwarding of a message will not be interrupted as it will be based on level i − 1 routing information. Thus, routing will only fail in the event of a maximum of H · |L/2| concurrent failures of nodes grouped in H sets of |L/2| adjacent IDs each. Therefore, by hierarchically structuring routing information, H-Pastry is expected to be more robust under node failures compared to regular Pastry.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance evaluation of H-Pastry is based on a detailed simulation model 6 developed for the OverSim Simulation framework [32] . In the following, we compare H-Pastry against Crescendo [33] , regular Pastry and Chord [16] .
A. Methodology
As this work focuses on the routing efficiency of an overlay construction, it becomes crucial to evaluate it based on an accurate model of the underlying network topology. The exact Internet topology remains undisclosed to the research community by the network operators, as their internal connectivity reflects their business operation and is therefore considered confidential. Research studies however converge on the number of the ASes, which is estimated to be more than 40.000 [25] . The identification of peering links on the other hand, remains an open issue. Data traces produced by [25] and [26] diverge on the size of identified peering links, while the study in [27] argues that the methodology followed fails to reveal up to 90% of existing peering links.
Evaluating a new application or protocol using a realistic topology of 40.000 ASes (and approximately 200.000 annotated links) is a technical challenge on its own. To overcome technical constraints, we used the algorithm described in [34] to scale down the measured Internet topologies, thus creating realistic synthetic topologies which i) are of manageable size for evaluation purposes and ii) maintain the same characteristics and business relationships as the measured graphs. In the following, we present results for a 400 domain topology, unless otherwise stated. We vary the size of the overlay node population in order to understand the impact of the overlay network size on the examined performance metrics. The size of the overlay network varies from 1125 to 4499 nodes. In all scenarios, the overlay nodes are uniformly dispersed across the domains, with each node being attached to the corresponding domain's router. In each repetition of the same scenario, the overlay nodes are distributed again, and then we randomly select 200.000 pairs of overlay nodes and route a message between them using the overlay routing fabric. The results we present are the average of five repetitions for each experiment 7 . We note that the randomness of the simulations is limited by the algorithm of [34] , which yields a single domain graph instance for a selected topology size.
Our evaluation is based on a series of performance metrics aiming to capture several important aspects of H-Pastry and demonstrate its overall advantages over Pastry, Chord and Crescendo. We first focus on the routing properties of the considered routing schemes with respect to physical network proximity, administrative domain boundaries and inter-domain routing policies. Our goal is to assess the impact of our design choices on the perceived performance of the overlay network and quantify the corresponding benefits.
We then investigate the scalability characteristics of HPastry with respect to the size of routing state accumulated. We also consider the effect of enforcing a limit on the maximum number of routing state levels (l max ≤ H − 1). In this case, once the maximum number of levels has been reached, the toplevel (with respect to the AS-level hierarchy) routing state set will include routing entries for all the remaining overlay nodes. The comparison between H-Pastry and Crescendo is performed for l max = 2, due to Crescendo's implementation restrictions. For H-Pastry we also present results for l max = 6, which is the maximum number of levels in the considered topology. Finally, we examine how H-Pastry reacts to node churn, i.e. the removal and addition of overlay nodes over time, focusing on the fraction of messages that are dropped (and have to be retransmitted) as the overlay routing state converges. Figure 4 shows the stretch of the delivery paths in our setup. We define stretch as the ratio of the number of underlay hops required for a message to reach its destination based on overlay routing, over the corresponding hop count required by an identical message to reach the same target following the shortest underlay path. Stretch expresses the penalty paid for using the overlay routing fabric, essentially depicting the degree by which an overlay routing scheme takes into account the underlying physical network proximity of the nodes. We can see that both Pastry and H-Pastry exhibit similar behavior, outperforming both Chord and Crescendo. H-Pastry reduces stretch by 52% and 50% on average (i.e., across the overlay sizes considered) compared to Chord and Crescendo, respectively, reaching a stretch value of 2.65 for the largest overlay size. This substantial decrease is attributed to the employment of the physical network proximity metric during the creation and maintenance of routing information both in Pastry and H-Pastry. Pastry exhibits a slightly lower stretch value than H-Pastry, due to the structural characteristics of H-Pastry: Pastry's proximity metric may yield shorter routes, which are not followed by H-Pastry due to the restrictions imposed by administrative domain boundaries and inter-domain routing policies. This is also the reason why H-Pastry with 2 levels works better than H-Pastry with 6 levels. This is not the case with Chord and Crescendo, as regular Chord is completely network topology oblivious, therefore Canon's restrictions in Crescendo actually prevent overlay paths from unnecessarily crossing the entire inter-network, thus reducing stretch with larger overlays. 2) Intra-domain routing: Figure 5 illustrates the average length (measured in number of underlay hops) of paths connecting overlay nodes residing in the same domain. H-Pastry outperforms all other considered protocols, yielding on average 55% shorter intra-domain paths than Pastry. This is due to the Locality of intra-domain paths property of Canonical DHTs, which causes paths between nodes of the same domain to be confined inside domain boundaries. In the case of regular Pastry, routing is based on global routing information i.e., Routing Tables may contain entries for nodes residing on the same or different domains, making no distinction between the two cases. Therefore, paths connecting nodes in the same domain may leave the domain and pass through nodes at different domains. While Crescendo also improves upon plain Pastry due to its Canonical construction, the proximity awareness of H-Pastry allows it to reduce path length by 33% compared to Crescendo. Hence, H-Pastry incorporates both Pastry's short routes and Canon's Locality of intra-domain paths properties. We next delve into the details of overlay routing, by categorizing each of the overlay hops in an overlay path into the following three categories:
B. Results
1) Stretch:
• Local intra-domain hops: overlay hops within the sender's domain i.e., the number of overlay hops taken before the message (possibly) leaves the domain.
• Inter-domain hops: overlay hops across domain boundaries i.e., connecting nodes across different domains.
• Remote intra-domain hops: overlay hops between nodes residing in the same domain, but other than the domain of the sender. Our target is to assess the effectiveness of the Canonical design with respect to administrative domain boundaries. Figure 6 presents the distribution of overlay routing hops in these categories for each protocol for the largest overlay (4499 nodes); similar results were derived for smaller sizes. Compared to plain Pastry, H-Pastry significantly reduces the Inter-domain part of the resulting overlay paths, by up to 27%. At the same time, the Intra-domain part of the paths increases for both the Local and Remote domains. This is a direct concequence of both the Locality of intra-domain paths and the Convergence of inter-domain paths properties of the Canon paradigm, which constrain overlay routing within domain boundaries, avoiding unecessary inter-domain hops when possible. H-Pastry performs only slightly better than Crescendo since both use the same (canonical) method to isolate traffic within domains; recall, however, that the actual overlay paths with Crescendo are much longer than with HPastry, as shown above. 
4) Policy violations:
We now investigate the compliance of H-Pastry to the routing policies established at the underlying network. In this work we only consider the case of transit (or valley-free) policy violations (see Section II-C). Figure 7 shows the average number of policy violations per overlay path. We see that Pastry and H-Pastry exhibit similar performance, both outperforming Chord and Crescendo. In particular, H-Pastry reduces policy violations by an average of 67% and 73% compared to Crescendo and Chord, respectively. Pastry performs slightly better in this metric because, as explained in Section IV-B1, its overlay paths are slightly shorter than those of H-Pastry, especially when H-Pastry operates with 6 levels, hence they are expected to lead to less violations.
To provide a more fair comparison between the schemes, we define the policy violation ratio metric as pvr = v l−1 , where l is the number of overlay routing hops in an overlay path, and v the number of policy violations taking place along the path. Essentially, this metric normalizes policy violations to the overlay path length. In the worst case, l − 1 policy violations can take place in a l hop overlay path, yielding pvr = 1. Figure 8 shows the pvr values for all schemes. Evidently, H-Pastry significantly lowers the pvr value, compared to all other considered schemes, including Pastry (33% average reduction). We can therefore conclude that H-Pastry's overlay paths are better adapted to routing policies, when taking into account the fact that H-Pastry results in longer overlay paths than Pastry, due to its adaptation to administrative boundaries. 5) Routing state: Figure 9 shows the number of routing entries for each protocol considered. In the case of Chord and Crescendo we consider the total number of fingers, while in Table entries ; we exclude the Leaf Sets, as the corresponding information is also maintained in the Routing Tables. The size of the routing state is clearly larger in the case of Pastry-based protocols, since Pastry by design maintains more pointers to certain areas of the identifier space compared to Chord. However, the overall routing state is not excessive. H-Pastry requires less routing state compared to regular Pastry, due to the layered organization of its routing state and the filtering of each level's routing information, as described in Section III. This is more evident when H-Pastry operates with 6 levels, since in that case routing information filtering is taking place to a greater extent. 
6) Impact of churn:
In order to study the impact of churn on H-Pastry, we adopted the methodology proposed by Rheat et al. [35] . Due to reasons related to the scalability of the simulator, we simulated a smaller topology for these experiments, composed of 100 domains. In each experiment, we consider a warming up period, during which 1000 overlay nodes form an (H-)Pastry ring. After the warming up period, randomly selected nodes fail, following a Poisson process characterized by inter-failure times of 2 sec. Every time a node fails, a new one joins the overlay. Each node continuously sends messages to randomly selected destinations in the identifier space, following a Poisson process with rate 0.1/sec. Nodes verify that a message has reached the next hop using a timeout period of 1.5 sec. When a time-out occurs the sending node considers the message lost and performs the routing state maintenance routine (see Section III-F). After the warming up period, we simulate a churn period of 20 min, followed by a 10 min period without churn. Every minute we measure the percentage of messages that did not arrive at their destination and we repeat each experiment 10 times. Figure 10 shows the obtained results 8 . It is clear that even this high churn rate has a small impact on the message delivery ratio for both Pastry and H-Pastry. Namely, the percentage of messages lost due to node failures is consistently below 7%. H-Pastry behaves similarly to Pastry during both simulated periods, with a slightly lower message loss rate, within the margins of statistical confidence. Moreover, we also observe that, similarly to Pastry, H-Pastry rapidly recovers from the churn period, requiring only 2 sec to halve the observed message loss, and less than 5 sec to ensure message delivery.
V. RELATED WORK The application of multi-level structures on DHTs has attracted the attention of many researchers who attempted to combine the scalability characteristics of both hierarchical 8 Similar results where derived for different time-out and failure rate values.
designs and DHTs, so as to further improve overlay routing performance and/or achieve administrative autonomy. In the HIERAS [36] and Coral [37] schemes, overlay nodes are organized in a hierarchy of clusters based on the link latency/RTT between them i.e., the lower the cluster layer, the lower the average link latency between cluster nodes. A separate DHT ring is then created for each cluster, leading to nodes participating in several rings. In HIERAS, the clustering method is based on a distributed binning scheme, while a similar random sampling method is employed by Coral. In both cases, cluster formation and discovery incurs additional signaling overhead to the overlay construction process. Based on Pastry's joining process, H-Pastry also uses probing for the selection of nearby nodes, however it also takes into account the already retrieved topology information during the join process [14] . Moreover, HIERAS and Coral clusters are not disjoint, thus allowing for duplicate routing entries, while H-Pastry carefully splits the identifier space, with top level Routing Tables containing only entries not present in lower level tables.
This issue is also addressed by an alternative approach, in which the multilevel structure is achieved based on the existence of superpeers i.e., nodes responsible for the communication between disjoint clusters of nodes [38] , [39] . However, this approach poses significant capacity and availability requirements for the superpeers and heavily affects the load balancing character of DHTs. The multilevel scheme presented in [40] balances between the superpeer approach and those that require all nodes to enter all rings of the hierarchy. Its drawback is that it relies on the Scribe multicast scheme [22] for the communication between independent rings, thus incurring additional signaling and state overhead. On the other hand, this solution allows operating different DHT schemes at each administrative domain.
SkipNet [41] is a DHT-based overlay network which provides controlled data placement (instead of the usual random placement). Dannewitz et al. [4] proposed a hierarchical version of SkipNet, which achieves low resolution delays. In their design they consider resolution domains organized into a global, tree-like hierarchy topologically embedded in the underlying network. Lower-level resolution domains are mapped to lower-level networks and higher-level resolution domains are mapped to higher-level networks. Higher-level resolution domains are built by combining and interconnecting all lower-level domains nodes of its subtree. This approach however, unrealistically assumes a full k-ary tree model for the underlying inter-domain topology structure.
The approach that is probably closest to the Canon design is Cyclone [42] . In Cyclone node identifiers consist of two parts, the prefix, which is used as the regular identifier of the node in the selected DHT scheme, and the suffix that denotes the cluster the node belongs to. Enforcing a strict numbering of clusters raises scalability concerns, as all nodes must coordinate for the sake of consistency, a requirement not present in H-Pastry. Moreover, Cyclone routing necessitates the traversal of the entire hierarchy of clusters in order to reach the target node, starting from the local cluster and proceeding to higher layers. In contrast, H-Pastry's Routing Tables structure allows a target key to be searched at several levels of the hierarchy, starting from higher level Routing Tables which contain finer grained information, thus possibly  skipping several hops. Apart from DHTs, other hierarchical overlay systems have also been considered by contemporary networking architectures. The Domain Name System (DNS) is probably the most popular hierarchical name lookup service. Although DNS is mainly used for resolving domain names, it can be extended to support other types of lookups. For example, Sevillia et al. [43] use DNS to store content records, which are then used by their ICN architecture. The main advantage of DNS is its widespread usage, therefore the incremental deployment and adoption of a DNS-based system is easier. On the other hand, it is considered inadequate for storing object-level information since it is susceptible to security attacks, such as Denial of Service (DoS) ones [44] , with root servers having a disproportionally larger load than ones at lower levels of the hierarchy.
The Data-Oriented (and beyond) Network Architecture (DONA) [7] considers a hierarchical overlay network composed of Resolution Handlers (RHs). The deployment of the RHs strictly follows the AS-level structure of the Internet, allowing DONA to directly adapt its structure and operation to the underlying network. Content providers issue REGISTER messages to advertise their content to the closest RH which then propagates this information upwards in the hierarchy. Name lookup uses a similar propagation of requests (FIND messages). The CURLING [8] design follows a similar approach with DONA, in that it adapts to the inter-domain topology structure. However, in CURLING, resolution servers propagate registration and resolution requests only to their provider ASes. Both approaches suffer from scalability issues due to the substantial replication of the overall name resolution state and a heavily skewed distribution of the corresponding load throughout the network [45] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented the detailed design of H-Pastry, a multi-level DHT scheme based on the Pastry DHT and the Canon multi-level paradigm. H-Pastry aims at combining the benefits of a multi-level DHT construction with the short routes and route convergence properties of Pastry. In addition, H-Pastry takes into account the inter-domain routing policies at the underlay level and the increasing prevalence of peering links that make the Internet less hierarchical. By taking all these aspects into consideration, H-Pastry yields significant improvements for overlay routing. Namely, H-Pastry yields considerably shorter overlay paths compared to Crescendo, it reflects the underlying administrative structure of the network by reducing inter-domain hops compared to both Pastry and Crescendo and it leads to a lower routing policy violation ratio than both Pastry and Crescendo. At the same time, H-Pastry requires less routing state than Pastry and is equally resilient to node churn. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to consider this rich set of aspects relating to the adaptation of a DHT design to the underlying network. This is of particular importance in view of the recent research interest in DHTs for the support of very large scale inter-domain name resolution in ICNs. Indeed, we have explored the suitability of H-Pastry for this purpose, with very promising results [6] .
